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Introduction
　In an article dated 1962 Joseph L. Anderson mentions a film by Sergio Leone 
being under production based on Kurosawa Akira’s1 Yojinbō.2 This is one year 
after the opening of the Kurosawa film, and two years before the opening of its 
adaptation by Sergio Leone, A Fistful of Dollars. 
　Even before this adaptation, it happens several times that European and 
American filmmakers took inspiration from Kurosawa’s films, such as the case 
of Martin Ritt’s The Outrage (1964, based on Rashōmon)3 and The Magnificent 
Seven (1960, based on the Seven Samurai), both films making use of the Western 
genre. There are also films that are inspired by single scenes or Kurosawa 
characters, such as Hitchcock’s Birds (1963), which makes use of a scene in 
Kurosawa’s The Throne of Blood (Kumonosujō, 1957), or the two robots in George 
Lucas’ Star Wars (1977), which may be compared to the two arguing servants of 
Kurosawa’s Hidden Fortress (Kakushi toride no sanakunin, 1958). 
　In this essay, I analyze one of Kurosawa’s most popular and most entertaining 
1 Japanese names are written in the Japanese order: The surname is followed by the 
given name.
2 Anderson, When the Twain Meet: Hollywood's Remake of "The Seven Samurai", 58
3 Additionally, a Thai adaptation was made in 2011. 
　http://www.imdb.com/title/tt2190475/?ref_=fn_al_tt_2 (Viewed: 14 February 2015)
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films, Yōjinbō (1961), and Sergio Leone’s adaptation, A Fistful of Dollars 
(1964). I will compare the stories, their structure, and their social and cultural 
background and will show how a successful film is reborn in a new form to 
become a cult film of the western genre. 
The Films
　Although Yōjinbō is considered Kurosawa Akira and Kikushima Ryūzo’s 
“original scenario,” nevertheless it has literary sources. Although Kurosawa 
himself never remakes pre-existing films, he largely relies on a literary and 
theatrical heritage.4 In the case of Yōjinbō, David Desser points out a strong 
influence from Dashiell Hammett’s Red Harvest (1929).5 In this novel as in 
the two films, a small town is ruled by two rival gangs and is completely 
demolished through the doings of a stranger. In addition, the character of the 
stranger also reminds of the main character of Carlo Goldoni’s comedy, Servant 
of Two Masters. However, while in the case of Goldoni the servant gets employed 
by two masters for the sake of money, thereby providing comical situations 
throughout the play, in the case of Kurosawa and Leone, the stranger double-
crosses the two gangs, taking an active part in their complete ruin. Although it 
was Kurosawa who inspired Leone to make a Western film, Kurosawa himself 
mentions the Western influence.
Good Westerns are liked by everyone. Since humans are weak they want 
to see good people and great heroes. Westerns have been done over and 
over again and in the process a kind of grammar has evolved. I have 
4 Examples include The Throne of Blood and Ran (1985), which are based on 
Shakespeare’s plays, and the Idiot (Hakuchi, 1951), which is an adaptation of 
Dostoyevsky’s novel.
5 Desser, Samurai Films of Akira Kurosawa, 101
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learned from this grammar of the Western.6
　Although even before Yōjinbō's release, the imminent release of a remake is 
common knowledge, the producers of A Fistful of Dollars never buy the rights 
for a remake and they do not make any mention of the Japanese original in the 
film credits. Later on, they are sued and fined for this,7 but enough remains 
to leave a profit after the big box office success. This success was rather 
unexpected, as indicated by director Sergio Leone’s use of the fake name Bob 
Robertson in the credits. It is also surprising that in spite of the success of 
Yōjinbō, the fine received from its remake produced a larger income than the net 
profit of the original film.8
　Due to their success, both directors make a sequel, but these are not the 
continuation of the story, but rather a reimagination of the same central 
character in similar situations. After Yōjinbō, Kurosawa makes Sanjūrō (Tsubaki 
Sanjūrō, 1962), and Leone makes two more films, For a Few Dollars More (1965) 
and The Good, the Bad and the Ugly (1965), creating a sequence of three films, 
the “Dollars Trilogy” (also referred to as “Man with No Name Trilogy”). These 
films are made separately, and Leone does not make any further reference to 
Kurosawa.
　It is also worth mentioning another remake, Last Man Standing (1996), 
directed by Walter Hill. The filmmakers rely on Kurosawa’s work as mentioned 
6 Richie, The Films of Akira Kurosawa, 147
7 “Kurosawa files a law suit against the film, citing plagiarism, and a year later receives 
15% of the worldwide income of A Fistful of Dollars and over $100,000”
 A Fistful of Dollars and Yojimbo, Side B Magazine, 14 April 2011
　http://sidebmagazine.com/2011/04/14/1535/ (viewed: 14 February 2015)
8 http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0058461/trivia?ref_=tt_trv_trv (viewed: 14 February 
2015)
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in the film credits.9
The Stories
　The setting of the story is moved from a 19th century small town in Japan to 
a 19th century small town close to the border between America and Mexico. 
The small town in both cases shows a micro society hermetically closed off from 
a larger environment. It appears as a representation of the whole world with 
leaders, gangs, and corruption that can be seen anywhere. 
　The narratives of the two films are identical despite some minor differences. 
A stranger without a name (hereafter I will refer to him in both films as the 
Man) arrives in a small town where two gangs try to get full control, resulting in 
endless fights and manslaughter. In Kurosawa’s case, these are the Ushitora and 
the Seibei families, while in Leone’s case, they are the Rojo and Baxter families. 
In order to make some money, the Man begins working for both families and 
plays them against each other, resulting in a total downfall of both sides. By the 
end of the film, the small town that throughout most of the films rings with the 
noise of swords clashing and gunfire becomes silent, and the Man leaves town, 
placing the story in a framing narrative. (For a chart on the structure of the 
storyline, refer to the appendix.)
　Although the storyline mentioned above suggests a tragedy, in fact in both 
cases the situation is just the opposite. Yōjinbō is perhaps the funniest and most 
entertaining piece in Kurosawa’s oeuvre. Donald Richie says,
9 The filmmakers of Last Man Standing bought the rights from Yōjinbō, nevertheless, 
United Artists, the film studio of A Fistful of Dollars, ironically threaten the makers 
of Last Man Standing to bring a suit for not buying the rights of remaking A Fistful of 
Dollars. In the end, nothing happens. 
　Barra, From “Red Harvest” to “Deadwood”
　http://www.salon.com/2005/02/28/hammett_2/ (Viewed: 14 February 2015)
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The world and its troubles are so much with us that Kurosawa took the 
extraordinary step of laughing at them in Yojinbo. This extremely funny 
period comedy laughed at personal ambition, personal involvement, 
and the whole feudal mess. Since the alternative to laughter is tears, and 
since Japanese film has been rich to satiation in the latter, this refreshing 
Kurosawa picture became one of his most popular. The hero is no better 
than his adversaries, but he, at least, knows how to make evil gobble up 
evil.10
　In Yōjinbō, humor can be traced not only on narrative level, but also in the 
characters’ dance-like movements, as well as in the strong and functional music, 
an element that Kurosawa normally does not take very seriously. In the case 
of Leone’s film, humor is also an important part; nevertheless, it is expressed 
through characters’ verbal interactions and not as refined as in the original. 
An example for the sarcastic humor in both films is the character of the coffin 
builder, whose reactions reflect the on-going situations, and which go against 
the human common sense. He is happy when the fights grow severe, as these 
will result in lots of death, and subsequently work and income for him. When 
there is a ceasefire the coffin builder becomes depressed as somebody who loses 
his job would. 
　There are some differences between the two films’ narratives, such as the Man’s 
first encounter with the two families (I will come back to this point later), the 
first fight scene, or the exchange of hostages, of which there are two in Yōjinbō 
and only one in A Fistful of Dollars. Nevertheless, the main storyline of the two 
films are similar, and in most cases we can even say they are the same. Apart 
from the similarities in the larger storyline, the details, too, show similarities, 
even if they do not seem identical at first glance. A good example is the scene of 
the Man’s preparation for the final fight. After escaping from Ushitora/Rojo’s 
10 Richie, The Japanese Movie, 165
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captivity, the Man hides in a Buddhist temple in Yōjinbō and in a small hut in A 
Fistful of Dollars. In the former one we can see him playing with a knife throwing 
it at falling leaves, while in the latter one the Man hammers an iron plate. 
The two actions do not seem to be similar, however, from the final fight we 
understand that in this scene Kurosawa and Leone introduce the tools that will 
help the Man win the fight. In Yōjinbō, the Man throws his knife at Unosuke’s 
hand making him incapable of using his gun properly. In A Fistful of Dollars the 
Man uses the iron plate as bullet-proof armor, which makes Ramon—who can 
shoot perfectly—mentally incapable to win the fight. From this too it can be 
seen how Leone in some cases recreates elements in different ways by keeping 
their narrative function. 
Characters
　Just like the narrative of the two films, the characters are also identical. (For 
a chart of characters, refer to the appendix.) The hero (or rather antihero) is a 
stranger, who does not even have a name. In Yōjinbō when the Man is asked for 
his name, he thinks a bit, and looking at a mulberry field (kuwabatake) outside 
the house he says he is called Kuwabatake Sanjūrō.11 In A Fistful of Dollars the 
character is named “Man with No Name.”12 Although the coffin builder calls 
him Joe twice, we never know if this is his real name, or only the coffin builder’s 
nickname.
11 A similar scene can be seen in Kurosawa’s next film, Sanjūrō (Tsubaki Sanjūrō, 1961), 
where again a Man whose name is unknown makes up a name looking at a camellia 
bush (tsubaki).
12 In the two other films of Leone’s Dollars Trilogy, the main character (similarly played 
by Clint Eastwood) is also credited as Man with No Name. 
文字ズレ注意！
hand making のところ
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　Satō Tadao considers the Man in Yōjinbō a type of “lonely wolf,”13 who has 
no family, is not part of any group or society, has no job, and is completely 
lonely.14 This is also true for the Man in A Fistful of Dollars. As an outsider, he is 
able to laugh and to destroy anything. At the same time, this status makes him 
able to act against everybody and everything, as seen in the fact that he cannot 
be blackmailed or used against his will because he has no links to others. “He 
personifies the fate of samurai caught in a transitional era when feudal relations 
are decaying (…). He is also the forerunner of the contemporary yakuza” says 
Joan Mellen.15 
　Having a look at the fighting gangs, the Ushitora family in Yōjinbō most 
closely resembles the Rojo family in A Fistful of Dollars, while the Seibei family 
is the Baxter family considering the family structures, and their roles in the 
storyline. The Ushitora and Rojo families are more simple and puritan, while 
the Seibei and Baxter families are more refined and have a higher cultural 
background. The stronger Ushitora/Rojo families are ruled by the three 
brothers, among which the youngest Unosuke/Ramon is the main counterpart 
to the Man. On the other side is the Seibei/Baxter family that shows a vertical 
family model with more generations compared to the Ushitora/Rojo horizontal 
structure. In both cases the Seibei and the Baxter families have a female leader, 
which shows a family structure unusual in the feudal Japan, as well as in the 
Mexican-American West. In addition, in A Fistful of Dollars Baxter serves as the 
sheriff of the town, thus involving political corruption in the story.
13 Sato considers the main characters in Kurosawa’s films in this period to be the types 
of the “lonely wolf” such as in Live in Fear (Ikimono no kiroku, 1955), Hidden Fortress 
(Kakushi Toride no sanakunin, 1958), The Bad Sleep Well (Warui yatsu hodo yoku nemuru, 
1960), and Sanjūrō (Tsubaki Sanjūrō, 1961).
 Satō, Kurosawa Akira no sekai, 224-245
14 Iijima also points out the lack of women around such characters.
 Iijima, Kurosawa Akira – Koibito no fuzai, 20-24
15 Mellen, The Waves at Genji’s Door, 23
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　The Man moves back and forth between the two gangs in an almost identical 
way throughout the films, apart from his very first approach to them. In Yōjinbō 
the Man first visits the Seibei family and offers his services, then to prove his 
skills he provokes a fight with some of the Ushitora gang. Having seen the Man 
killing some fighters, the Seibei family employs the Man. In the same way, the 
Man in A Fistful of Dollars has to visit the Baxter family and have a fight with 
the Rojo gang, but it happens in the opposite way considering the previous 
comparison of the families. This reverse setup ends after the Man quits his job at 
his first employer. In Yōjinbō this happens because the Man overhears the family 
plotting to kill him so that they can get back the already paid money. Although 
there is a similar conversation in A Fistful of Dollars, the Man does not reveal he 
has overheard it, instead using the expected peace as an excuse. Afterwards the 
Man in both films follows the same route and choreography between the two 
families.
　Apart from the two fighting families, there is another family that has an 
important role in the narrative and in the characterization of the Man in both 
films, although it is more prominent in Leone’s case. The family consists of a 
young man, woman, and a small boy. The mother is taken by the Ushitora/
Rojo family, and is kept away from her husband and child. In both films, the 
Man saves the woman and helps the family escape, in this instance an action 
without financial motivation. Also this deed will result in the Man’s seizure and 
an escalation in the fights between the families resulting in a total downfall for 
both sides. 
　In the introduction of the film, a family appears as the Man is approaching the 
town. In Yōjinbō, a young man leaves his home, having had enough of his hard 
peasant life. “A long life eating gruel – to hell with that! I want good foods and 
nice clothes. I’m gonna live it up and die young!”16 says the young man as he 
16 Zenshū Kurosawa Akira, Vol. 5: 71; Yōjinbō, 3’55” (English subtitle)
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heads to the town to join one of the gangs. Later on in the film, we can see this 
young man fighting in Ushitora’s gang, trying to escape in the final fight, calling 
his mother.17 “Go home to your mother and live a long life eating gruel”18 says the 
Man referring to their first encounter. With this, Kurosawa does not only employ 
a double frame structure, but also suggests a moral to the story. The film’s focus 
on a microenvironment is thus placed in a broader context of the wider society.
　In Leone’s film, the small family is already introduced at the beginning, when 
we can see a small boy climbing in the house where his mother is kept hostage. 
A few moments later, the boy is driven out of the house by a rude man’s voice. 
Thus while in Kurosawa’s case the unnamed family represents a social problem 
and exposes the boy’s family much later, in the fifty seventh minute of the film, 
in Leone’s film the larger social issue is absent from the film. Instead, Leone 
focuses on a personal problem presented in the first scene, thereby giving a 
larger role to the small family. While Kurosawa draws a general problem from 
the beginning, where poorness, hunger, and endless fights separates families, 
Leone shows a strong will of uniting families from the first sequence in his film, 
a desire that provides the basis for a peaceful general order.
　Film aesthetes in many cases mention that the small family in A Fistful of 
Dollars is identical to the Holy Family. The woman is called Marisol, which 
is a reference to the name Maria, and the boy’s name is Jesus. The Man 
appears to them as a quasi Archangel Gabriel, who saves them from danger.19 
Nevertheless, this assumption is arguable, as the Man is not simply a messenger 
but acts as he pleases. In addition, he employs nasty strategies just like the two 
17 The motif of calling one’s mother can be seen in both films repeatedly. The small child 
calls his mother at the exchange of hostages in A Fistful of Dollars. In Yōjinbō, it is 
Seibei’s grownup son who rather comically calls his mother. 
18 Zenshū Kurosawa Akira, Vol. 5: 114; Yōjinbō, 1:45’10” (English subtitle)
19 Nishimori refers to writings by Kitses, Frayling, Cumbow and Simsolo.
 Nishimori, Sergio Leone kenkyū nōto: Yōjinbō kara Kōya no Yōjinbō e, 66
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gangs. Still, the spectator tends to sympathize with this somber figure because 
he saves the family, an unselfish deed through which we can understand that 
he is indeed better than his environment. 
Images
　“The more we see the film, the more we understand that we could stop the 
camera any time and enlarge any frame and put the picture on the wall of 
our living room”20 writes Ágnes Nemes Nagy the Hungarian poetess about 
Yōjinbō, and indeed the picturesqueness that always plays an important role for 
Kurosawa seems to be even more prominent here. Although by the time Yōjinbō 
is filmed the use of color film is common, Kurosawa is still in his black and 
white period. During this period, Kurosawa makes more vivid and elaborate 
visuals than in his later color films. Kurosawa’s freezing cold blacks, whites, and 
all their tones and shades are in strong contrast to Leone’s smoldering hot color 
frames. 
　In Yōjinbō, the continuous movements emphasize the beauty of the images, 
thanks to the constantly blowing wind that makes the characters’ loose clothes 
move all the time, creating a tense and unsettled feeling. In addition, the 
movements of Kurosawa’s characters show a large scale from a simple walking 
gait to the grotesque, dance-like, carefully choreographed fights. This is in 
contrast with Leone’s more static film because of its different type of fighting 
method. In Yōjinbō, the characters use swords (with the exception of Unosuke 
who uses a gun), which requires strong and large movements. In A Fistful of 
Dollars gunfire is used, which needs motionless concentration and minimal 
movement. Fights in Kurosawa’s film start with the dance like entrance of the 
participants, while in Leone’s film the short fights follow a teasing conversation 
among the participants, who stare at each other for a long time thus increasing 
20 Nemes Nagy, A testőr – Vadnyugat keleten (Yōjinbō – Wild West in East), 16-17
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the tension of the scene. In each case, the visual representation reflects the 
method of the fights. While Kurosawa shows the fights in wide shots presenting 
the whole setting at once, Leone prefers close ups focusing on the eyes of the 
characters, an iconic method for Western films. 
　The cameraman of Yōjinbō, Miyagawa Kazuo, who was praised for the 
masterful shooting of Rashōmon (1950), did a masterful work this time too. His 
way of creating clear images, scenes shot from a low angle, shooting through 
windows and bars to give the film a claustrophobic feeling, make this film one 
of his best works. Donald Richie for example considers Yōjinbō to be the best-
shot film in Kurosawa’s filmography. 21
Sounds
　Many critics mention about Kurosawa’s films that compared to the visuals, 
the sounds are not as well developed. This is mainly due to the commonplace 
use of music and the almost inaudible speech of the characters. In Yōjinbō, it is 
also hard to understand what the characters say like in other films. However, 
the music and other sound effects are this time balanced at an equally high 
level. In an interview, Satō Masaru, the composer of Yōjinbō, remembers 
Kurosawa’s words while Satō was ill: “If you meet a hardship, when you have 
a love distress, or when you encounter an accident, interestingly you do a good 
job.”22 Indeed Satō makes music that perfectly matches the images, which puts 
the scenes in a humorous, grotesque world. 
　Similarly unforgettable is the music by Ennio Morricone in A Fistful of Dollars. 
Leone and Morricone worked together for the first time in this film, which was 
followed by several other films. Their collaboration made both of them iconic 
21 Riche, The Films of Akira Kurosawa, 152
22 Nishimura, Kurosawa Akira – Oto to eizō, 179
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figures of Western films. Compared to Sato’s humorous yet moderate scores, 
Morricone’s music is rather ostentatious, featuring the sound of aggressive 
gunfire and male chorus singing “We can fight” or later “We can win.”
　Yōjinbō’s importance also lies in the fact that it was the first film in Japan that 
used the sound of the sword.23 In the same way, A Fistful of Dollars employs the 
sound of gunfire throughout the film. 
Contrasts
　In Yōjinbō, the two families and the Man are Japanese, in the case of A Fistful 
of Dollars the American Baxter family confronts the Mexican Rojo family, and 
in this environment arrives the Anglo-Saxon Man. Admittedly, the wife and 
mother of the Baxter family is Mexican. Naturally this situation comes from 
19th century American and Japanese history. While Japan was strictly closed, 
and almost no foreigner could set foot in Japan, in the American-Mexican 
border, confrontations between members of the two nations were common. 
Although in Yōjinbō all characters are from the same country, the opposition 
here lies in a difference in social status. The warrior Man is not the idealized 
samurai any more. He has high skills, but his motivation does not lie on ethical 
ground. He is primarily motivated by money. The same paradox applies to the 
other characters: the gangs hire bandits and peasants, and put swords in their 
hands, which should be an exclusive privilege of the warrior class. 
　In Leone’s film, the contrast is represented by the different nationalities. 
Although the Man looks American, it does not mean that he sympathizes with 
the Baxter family more than with the Rojo. He stays an outsider and behaves 
like a stranger towards both families. The national difference is also emphasized 
as the Rojo brothers call the Man “gringo” in a negative way. 
23 Zenshū Kurosawa Akira, Vol.5: 401
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　Another contrast can be seen in the arms used in the two films. At the 
historical time of Yōjinbō, the most common weapon used in Japan is the sword, 
although a few decades later this is to be replaced by gunfire. The Man, as well 
as the Ushitora and Seibei families, uses a sword. The only exception is the 
youngest Ushitora brother, Unosuke, who returns from a one-year trip bringing 
gunfire with him. In this way, the confrontation between the Man and Unosuke 
is not only a fight of two men, but also the confrontation of two fighting styles, 
the opposition of tradition and modernization. Kurosawa chooses tradition, the 
victory of the sword over gunfire, which represents a pure and elevated art of 
fight even in the hands of a debauched warrior. 
　A confrontation of different arms can be seen in A Fistful of Dollars, although 
the result is different. “When a man with a Winchester meets a man with 
a pistol, the man with a pistol is a dead man”24 says Ramon to the Man 
emphasizing the superiority of the older type. Nevertheless, the Man proves 
the opposite is true in the last scene when he kills Ramon with a pistol. In this 
way, modern technology wins over tradition, and yet the contrast is not as 
pronounced as in the confrontation between sword and gunfire.
　The character of the Man also combines contrasting features. The 
unprincipled, two-sided Man becomes a savior to the boy’s family and 
resembles a quasi guardian angel. Donald Richie points out a resemblance to 
a god of ancient Greek tragedy, where “[h]e descends, makes an end, ascends 
again.”25 He is not touched by the actions, but when he pleases, he interrupts. 
Conclusion
　Although nobody expected A Fistful of Dollars to be a success, it is an iconic 
24 A Fistful of Dollars, 56’20”
25 Richie, The Films of Akira Kurosawa, 149-150
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Western film to this day. On the other hand, Yōjinbō “is nothing more than a 
fusion of latter-day chambera tradition with the Hollywood Western, which gave 
birth to that Cinecittà hybrid, the spaghetti Western.”26 Although Yōjinbō is never 
mentioned among Kurosawa’s greatest masterpieces such as the Rashōmon or 
Ikiru, it deserves as much popularity as Leone’s remake. 
26 Burch, To the Distant Observer, 318-319
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Appendix I – Storyline
Yōjinbō A Fistful of Dollars 
The Man approaches. The Man approaches.
Meeting with a Family
The Man meets a family; the young man 
leaves his parents and heads to town.
The Man drinks at the well.
Meeting with the (Holy) Family
The Man drinks at the well.
He sees a small boy sneaking into a house, 
and then the boy is driven away.
Arrival in the Town
A dog comes with a severed human hand in 
its mouth.
The Man looks around in the town.
The Ushitora gang teases the Man.
Arrival in the Town
A horse comes with a dead man sitting on it.
The Man looks around in the town.
The Baxter gang teases the Man.
In the Inn
The innkeeper and the coffin builder appear.
The innkeeper explains the situation in the 
town (Ushitora vs. Seibei).
The Man decides to stay in the town.
In the Inn
The innkeeper and the coffin builder appear.
The innkeeper explains the situation in the 
town (Rojo vs. Baxter).
The Man decides to stay in the town.
In the Street
The Man offers his services to the Seibei. 
A fight with the Ushitora gang ensues.
In the Street
The Man offers his services to the Rojo. 
A fight with the Baxter gang ensues.
At the Seibei
The Seibei family and the Man discuss 
payment.
The Seibei family agrees to kill the Man after 
the fight, so they can get back the money 
already paid him. The Man eavesdrops on 
the conversation. 
Seibei prepares for fight.
At the Rojo
The Man gets money from the Rojo.
The Rojo plan a ceasefire for a few days as 
a detachment of Mexican soldiers is to pass 
through the town.
The Rojo brothers agree to kill the Man after 
the fight, so they can get back the money 
already paid him. The Man eavesdrops on 
the conversation.
In the Street
The two gangs line up for battle.
The Man gives back the money to the Seibei 
and says that he is not going to fight as he 
knows the Seibei family plans to kill him.
The Man does not take part in the fight 
between the two gangs, but watches them 
from the bell tower of the town. (The pair to 
this scene is the fight in the cemetery in  A 
Fistful of Dollars.) 
A messenger arrives saying that an official 
arrives in the town; the fight stops.
In the Street
The soldiers arrive in the town, and move 
on secretly at night. The Man and the 
innkeeper follow them.
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The Town Official
Both families greet the official.
Both families try to hire the Man at the same 
time.
River Bank at the American-Mexican Border
The Rojo gang slaughters the solders.
Ramon, the youngest Rojo brother, appears.
In the Inn
The head of the Ushitora insists the Man to 
work for him.
He says that the official will leave the town 
the next day and another official is killed. 
The Man suspects that the head of Ushitora 
is involved in the murder.
Peace in Town
Unosuke, the youngest Ushitora brother, 
who has the idea to make peace, appears.
The Man explains to the innkeeper and 
the coffin builder that peace always means 
preparation for a bigger fight.
At the Rojo
The Man meets Ramon.
Ramon says that they will make peace 
with the Baxter family; the Man returns the 
money and leaves the Rojo family.
Ramon explains to his brothers that the 
peace is only for a short time.
The Two Murderers
The Man overhears a conversation between 
two drunk men, who say that they killed an 
official on Ushitora’s order.
The Man captures the two murderers.
The Two Corpses
The Man places two corpses in the cemetery 
of the town.
At the Seibei
The Man presents the two murderers to the 
head of the Seibei.
The Man gets money for this from the 
Seibei.
At the Baxter
The Man tells the Baxter that after the fight 
at the river banks two solders are still alive 
and that they are hiding in the cemetery.
The Man gets money for the information 
from the Baxter.
At the Ushitora
The Man reports to Ushitora that the Seibei 
family captured the two murderers.
The Man gets money for the information.
The Man meets Unosuke.
At the Rojo
The Man tells the Rojo that two surviving 
soldiers are hiding in the cemetery and the 
Baxter gang is trying to capture them.
The Man gets money for the information.
In the Street
Ushitora captures Seibei’s son.
Unosuke offers an exchange of hostages.
Fight in the Cemetery
Ramon shoots the two corpses.
The Man stays away from the fight and 
captures Marisol from the Rojo house.
During the fight, the Rojo gang captures 
Baxter’s son.
(The pair to this scene is the first fight in 
Yōjinbō. )
In the Street: An Unsuccessful Exchange of 
Hostages
During the exchange of Seibei’s son for the 
two murderers, Unosuke shoots the two 
murderers.
The Seibei then present another hostage, 
Nui. 
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In the Street: The Second Exchange of 
Hostages
Seibei’s son is exchanged for Nui.
Nui meets her husband and son, but they 
are separated again.
In the street: Exchange of Hostages
Baxter’s son is exchanged for Marisol.
Marisol meets her husband and son, but 
they are separated again.
In the Inn
The innkeeper explains the story of Nui and 
her family to the Man.
In the Inn
The innkeeper explains the story of Marisol 
and her family to the Man.
The Man decides to hire himself out to the 
Rojo.
At the Ushitora
The Man hires himself out to the Ushitora, 
then goes out with Inokichi to check if Nui 
is guarded properly.
At the Rojo
The Rojo hold a celebration, and the Man 
also takes part.
Marisol is taken to the small house.
The Man pretends to be drunk, then follows 
her to the small house. 
At the Small House
The Man says to Inokichi that all of Nui’s 
guards are killed and sends him to get help.
Then the Man kills Nui’s guards, frees Nui 
and helps her and her family escape. The 
Man says to Ushitora that most likely Seibei 
captured the woman. 
At the Small House
The Man kills Marisol’s guards, frees Marisol 
and helps her and her family escape.
The Rojo gang arrives as they heard the gun 
shoots. The Man escapes.
The Rojo family thinks that Baxter captured 
the woman. 
The Ushitora gang sets fire to Tazaemon’s 
textile stock as a revenge for capturing Nui.
The Seibei gang pours out Tokuemon’s sake 
stock as a revenge for the fire.
(The motif of pouring alcohol and fire 
appears later on when the Man is beaten at 
the Rojo )
In the Inn
The Man is nabbed.
At the Rojo
The Man is nabbed
At the Ushitora
The Ushitora gang tries to get information 
from the beaten Man about  Nui ’s 
whereabouts.
At the Rojo
The Rojo gang beats the Man and tries to get 
information on Marisol’s whereabouts.
The Man hides then escapes.
The Ushitora gang searches for him.
The Man hides then pours barrels of wine 
belonging to the Rojo gang and sets fire to it.
In the resulting chaos, the Man escapes. 
In the Inn
The innkeeper hides the Man and says to 
the head of the Ushitora that the Man is 
with the Seibei family.
The Man asks the coffin builder for a coffin 
in which he can escape.
In the Inn
The Rojo gang beats the innkeeper for 
information about the Man’s whereabouts.
In the meantime, the Man hides in a coffin 
at the coffin builder’s house.
The Reckoning of the Seibei and Escape
The innkeeper and the coffin builder take 
the coffin with the Man hidden inside.
The Man is watching from the coffin as the 
Ushitora gang slaughters the Seibei family. 
The Reckoning of the Baxter and Escape
The Rojo gang slaughters the Baxter family.
The Man watches from the coffin.
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In a Small Temple
The recovering Man hides himself.
The coffin builder tells the Man that the 
Ushitora captured the innkeeper. The coffin 
builder gives the Man a sword, and he sets 
off into town to reckon with the Ushitora 
family.
In a Cave
The recovering Man hides himself.
The coffin builder tells the Man that the Rojo 
captured the innkeeper. The coffin builder 
gives the Man a pistol and dynamite, and he 
sets off to the town to reckon with the Rojo 
family.
In the Street 
The Man reckons with the Ushitora family 
and leaves town.
In the Street 
The Man reckons with the Rojo family and 
leaves town.
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Appendix II – Characters
Yōjinbō A Fistful of Dollars
The Samurai (Kuwabatake Sanjūrō) Man with No Name (Joe)
The Ushitora family/gang The Rojo family/gang
Ushitora Don Miguel Benito
Inokichi Esteban
Unosuke Ramon
Tokuemon X (Ramon)
Kannuki, the giant Chico and Rubio
The Seibei family/gang The Baxter family/gang
Seibei John Baxter
Orin Consuelo
Yōichirō Antonio
Tazaemon X
The Family The (Holy) Family
Kohei Julian
Nui Marisol
The boy Jesus
A family at the beginning of the film X 
A father X (Julian)
A mother X (Marisol)
A young man X (Jesus)
Gonji, the inn keeper Silvanito, the inn keeper
The coffin builder Piripero, the coffin builder
Hansuke, the bell ringer The bell ringer
Honma, previous instructor at Seibei X
Hachi, Kuma (murderers) Two corpses
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Appendix III – The Cast
Yōjinbō （用心棒）
Director: Kurosawa Akira
Scenario: Kikushima Ryūzō, Kurosawa Akira
Music: Satō Masaru
Cinematography: Miyagawa Kazuo
Editing: Kurosawa Akira
Cast
The Samurai (Kuwabatake Sanjūrō) Mifune Toshirō
Ushitora Sazanaka Kyū
Inokichi Katō Daisuke
Unosuke Nakadai Tatsuya
Tokuemon Shimura Takashi
Kannuki, the giant Rashōmon Namigorō
Seibei Kawazu Seizaburō
Orin Yamada Isuzu
Yōichirō Tachikawa Hiroshi
Tazaemon Fujiwara Kamatari
Kohei Tsuchiya Yoshio
Nui Tsukasa Yōko
The boy Natsuki Yōsuke
Gonji, the inn keeper Tono Eijirō
The coffin builder Watanabe Atsushi
Hansuke, the bell ringer Sawamura Ikio
Honma, previous instructor at Seibei Fujita Susumu
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A Fistful of Dollars (Per un pugno di dollari)
Director: Sergio Leone (in the film credits as Bob Robertson)
Scenario: Adriano Bolzoni, Víctor Andrés Catena, Sergio Leone
Music: Ennio Morricone
Cinematography: Massimo Dallamano, Federico G. Larraya
Editing: Roberto Cinquini, Alfonso Santacana
Cast
Man with No Name (Joe) Clint Eastwood
Don Miguel Benito Rojo Antonio Prieto Puerto
Esteban Rojo Sieghardt Rupp
Ramon Rojo Gian Maria Volonté (as John Wells)
Rubio Benito Stefanelli
Chico Mario Brega
John Baxter Wolfgang Lukschy
Consuelo Baxter Margarita Lozano
Antonio Baxter Bruno Carotenuto
Julian Daniel Martín
Marisol Marianne Koch
Jesus Nino Del Arco
Silvanito, the inn keeper José Calvo
Piripero, the coffin builder Joseph Egger
The bell ringer n.n.
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（日本語レジュメ）
主人二人の召使
――黒澤明の『用心棒』とセルジオ・レオーネの『荒野の用心棒』の比較分析
マートライ・ティタニラ
　本論では、黒澤明の最も著名で娯楽性にとんだ映画作品の一つである『用
心棒』（1961 年）と、セルジオ・レオーネが『用心棒』を翻案した映画『荒野
の用心棒』（1964 年）を取り上げ、分析する。両作品の比較検討の対象となる
のは、あらすじ、構成、社会的・文化的な背景である。この分析により、欧
米の映画界において、成功する映画作品がいかにして新しい表現の形式を獲
得するかが明らかにされる。
